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Our Alternative Investment Practice
The reality is alternative investment managers routinely rank their 
compliance and regulatory framework among their most pressing 
concerns. 

While high returns remain the ultimate goal, legislative, regulatory and 
investment community demands have heightened the need for robust 
operational and financial reporting functions. To help you best manage 
compliance, risk and cost with comfortable transparency, Weaver’s highly 
experienced alternative investment fund practice combines audit, 
accounting, tax and advisory expertise with in-depth industry knowledge 
and established relationships among leading market and industry 
participants. We are knowledgeable in regulatory requirements and 
experienced in complex fund operations in the U.S. and around the globe.

Concise, effective communication is critical to maintaining effective 
operations, and it is the reason our engagements are so successful. Our 
alternative investment fund team knows the challenges and requirements 
that management teams face. Weaver’s partners and senior team members 
work closely with our clients helping you stay current on regulatory issues 
and technical updates, as well as the impact these may have on your 
business and financial reporting. Guidance for navigating the complex 
challenges affecting your operations allowing you to concentrate on fund 
management and client relationships is what counts. This is nothing new at 
Weaver—it’s the way we’ve done business for almost 70 years.

We serve approximately 1,000 hedge, private equity, venture and real 
estate funds controlling billions of invested capital. Our industry-dedicated 
professionals offer decades of experience serving the alternative 
investment community.

Our business is to help you execute your business. When transactional, 
regulatory or operational questions arise, it’s imperative to have an 
experienced and trusted advisor in easy reach. Weaver’s team offers 
accessible, comprehensive support so managers can focus on their 
primary responsibility—charting investment strategy.



THE WEAVER DIFFERENCE
The Value of Our Practice: We combine the expertise of a big four 
firm with the cost effectiveness and personalized level of service 
you value from a regional firm. Weaver has the necessary 
resources dedicated to serving the specialized alternative 
investment community.

We help our clients create value, manage risk and seize growth 
opportunities. Whether by leveraging the firm’s extensive network 
or by providing thought leadership, we seek avenues to give our 
clients a competitive edge and assist in their success.

Understanding Our Clients’ Needs: We realize the critical nature of 
being responsive as well as providing an efficient process and a 
quality work product. Weaver is dedicated to helping our clients 
realize significant value from each engagement, customizing our 
scope and approach to meet the specific needs of each entity we 
work with.

Our Geographic Reach: We have a strong presence across the 
country, with seven offices across Texas and locations in the Los 
Angeles area and New York City. With more than 750 employees, 
Weaver has the resources to analyze complex situations and 
deliver timely, proactive advice and solutions.

Alternative Investment Service Offerings

Alternative Investment 
Companies
Hedge Funds
Funds of Funds
Real Estate Funds
Private Equity Funds
Venture Funds

Wealth Strategies
Tax Structuring

FUND MANAGEMENT

Audit
Tax Structuring
Tax Compliance

Audit
Tax
IPO Readiness
Business Process 
Improvement
Dispute Advisory
Valuation 

International, Federal & 
State Tax Compliance
Personal Tax Planning & 
Compliance

Advisory & Strategic 
Consulting

FUND LEVEL



CONTACT US

KEVIN SANFORD
National Strategy Leader
Financial Services 
972.448.6949 
kevin.sanford@weaver.com

Texas

weaver.com

Los Angeles

Laura Lambert | Assurance | laura.lambert@weaver.com
Bob Loritz | Assurance | bob.loritz@weaver.com
Blayne Lowary | Tax | blayne.lowary@weaver.com
Shaun McLean | Tax | shaun.mclean@weaver.com
Becky Reeder | Assurance | becky.reeder@weaver.com
Sarah Roberts | Assurance | sarah.roberts@weaver.com

Matt Anderson | Assurance | matt.anderson@weaver.com
Danielle Darley | Assurance | danielle.darley@weaver.com
Sindhu Rajesh | Assurance | sindhu.rajesh@weaver.com

Matthew DiBrienza | Assurance | matthew.dibrienza@weaver.com
Ron Honka | Assurance | ron.honka@weaver.com
Bill Yahara | Tax | bill.yahara@weaver.com 

New York

LISA HEAD
Partner-in-Charge
Alternative Investment Tax Services 
972.448.9240
lisa.head@weaver.com


